Are you ready to Dive?
Firstly, we would like to thank you for your interest in taking up the Open Water Course, however, before you
sign up for the course, there's a few key points that we would like you to know and understand.
We would appreciate if you are
1. Able swim
2. Comfortable in the water, no fear of putting your head down
3. Have done snorkeling before
Why do we require so?

This is such that you could learn your course comfortably and complete your course. We usually recommend a minimum
of 4D3N to complete your course. On a average, most of our students graduated in 4D3N, however we do have students
who are unable to complete within 4D3N and may need longer while some could finish it in 3D2N.

What happen if I cannot finish my course in 4D3N?

We do not guarantee that you could complete your course, however our instructors strive to deliver safe divers to the
diving community. We need the divers to be INDEPENDENT and SAFE in order to be certified. Failing to do so, we will
request for the divers to return again to complete the dives, without extra charges on the course. However, students will
need to pay for the accommodation.

Please be advised that we do not guarantee a pass, and a pass will
depend on the performance of the students itself. However, we
believe that our instructors are here to help you pass and to be a
independent diver.
Can I do it in 5D4N?

Then again, we cannot guarantee a pass as well, and this would still highly
depend on the student's performance. However it would definitely be a
more comfortable timing. 4D3N is just a guideline.

Why are we so strict?

Diving should be a leisure, yes we agree, but being safe is important
because we are talking about the safety and lives of the diver.

What is a SAFE DIVER?

Dive with a buddy independent of supervision while applying the knowledge and skills they learnt in this course, within the limits of their training
and experience. Once you have dived with us, you would understand why
buoyancy, finning skills as well as the ability to dive without panic in any
water condition is important.

We hope the above will provide a guideline in your consideration
before committing yourself in a dive course.
Thank you
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